Petrie Island Tree Inventory- 2019- 2021
Part 1- 2019
Written with contributions from Janet Mason (Ottawa Stewardship Council), Owen
Clarkin (Ottawa Field Naturalists’ Club), Al Tweddle (Friends of Petrie Island) and
Sherry Nigro (Friends of Petrie Island).
SUMMARY/ KEY FINDINGS
A pilot tree inventory was undertaken August 17 and 18, 2019 at Petrie Island. The
activity was hosted by the Friends of Petrie Island in partnership with the Ottawa
Stewardship Council and the Ottawa Field Naturalists’ Club. The target area for 2019
was divided into 4 zones: Area A - north shore and along trail, Area B - high canopy
savannah which is primarily the hackberry swamp area, Area C - northeast area near
parking and beach, Area D - along trails. Observations and measurements were taken
and documented by volunteers. 26 people participated in the tree inventory and
contributed approximately 200 hours.
443 trees were recorded and reflected greater diversity than anticipated. The most
common species were: Silver Maple (31%) and Basswood (21%) which together
comprised half of all tree species in the areas surveyed. A total of 20 species were
documented. Others common species were Hackberry (13%), Cottonwood (7%),
American Elm (6%), Willow trees (5%), Green Ash (4%), Butternut (3%), and Bitternut
Hickory (2%). A number of previously undocumented species were identified including
several species of native and non native willows. The area of highest tree diversity in the
survey is located in the southwest half of Inventory Area A. See Map 1.
The largest trees on the Island are Silver Maples with four being over 100 cm DBH
(diameter breast height). Seven trees were measured between 75 and 100 cm including
silver maple, 2 cottonwood and one crack willow. Most large trees were in Area D. The
majority of trees measured between 25 and 50 cm DBH.
There has been significant impact due to disease with 7 % of all trees (33 trees)
identified with disease (ash borer, butternut canker and Dutch elm disease). 11 of the 19
Green Ash were judged “UGS”. 7 of the 15 Butternut were judged “UGS”. In the next 5
years, most of the remaining Green Ash, American Elm, and diseased Butternuts will be
dead. A further 7% (31 trees) were recorded as dead. 42% of dead trees were
identified as green ash. It is noted that this may be an under-representation as downed and
removed trees were not included.
Beaver predation continues to be a concern although there is evidence that wire
wrapping is an effective deterrent. 46 trees (10% of survey) were recorded as having
beaver damage. 66 trees (15% of survey) are wire-wrapped; about half of these are
Hackberry. Although 9 wire wrapped trees were dead (likely green ash) there were no
dead trees that were recorded as being wire wrapped with beaver damage. For locations,
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see Map 2. Anecdotally this year there is less evidence of beavers, perhaps due to the
prolonged flooding this spring.
A number of invasive species were documented. Both common and glossy buckthorn
are endemic while the others were not considered problematic.
Recommendations were brought forward based on the tree inventory work to date:
1) Protect Significant Trees.
• continue wire wrapping for trees over 75cm DBH and rare/unusual trees like
Hackberry, Bitternut Hickory, Slippery Elm, and Carpinus caroliniana
• Augment natural regeneration of Hackberry by collecting seeds and growing
seedlings.
• Continue working with the Butternut Recovery Program to establish a healthy
Butternut population that replaces the dying population of mature trees.
• Protect willow diversity by propagating and planting native species like Black
Willow and Peachleaf Willow:
• Consider adding more diversity including Carpinus caroliniana (an understory
tree), Slippery Elm, and Black Walnut. The American Sycamore may also do
well at Petrie Island.
2) Address beach and north shore erosion in consultation with the Rideau Valley
Conservation Authority
3) Consider prioritizing conservation areas in the West end of the Island to protect
willows and shore line and the hackberry savannah area
4) Develop a management plan in collaboration with the City and RVCA.

Butternut
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BACKGROUND
The Friends of Petrie Island (FOPI) is a volunteer based organization dedicated to the
protection and preservation of Petrie Island, which is a set of small islands approximately
2 km long and 500 m wide located on the south shore of the Ottawa River in the east end
of Ottawa. The group identified a need for a comprehensive inventory of trees on the
Island. The primary concerns related to significant disease, beaver predation and decline
in some species. Although there is some information in previous reports, the descriptions
were somewhat subjective. There is existing data in GeoOttawa, however, it is spotty and
has not been updated since 2015.
The tree population on Petrie Island is dynamic.
 Beavers are active and take down many trees, particularly cottonwood.
 This has allowed spread of invasive buckthorn, which beaver do not use.
 Ash trees are dying from EAB. The City removed about 90 ash trees in 2018 and
replanted mixed species.
 Butternut canker destroyed many of the several hundred butternut that originally
grew on the Island. It is an endangered species in Ontario. FOPI have planted
butternut under the Butternut Recovery Program
 The island has the largest population of mature hackberry in Ottawa. This is at
the extreme north end of their range in Ontario.
 The unique diversity of trees is due to Petrie Island being a rare example of
Carolinian forest, which is more typically found in south west Ontario and the
eastern States.
 The tree population is also influenced by annual flooding and the presence of high
quality wetlands. This feature is directly related to the Carillon Dam on the
Ottawa River, built in 1964, which raised water levels approximately 1-1.5 m.
 FOPI has a small tree nursery where they are growing their own stock for
planting.
Early in 2019, FOPI approached potential partners, the Ottawa Stewardship Council
(OSC) and the Ottawa Field Naturalists’ Club (OFNC) to assess interest in collaborating
on a tree inventory. With commitment from each of the partners, a plan for a multi-year
inventory was developed. The Inventory was developed as a volunteer project that
leveraged the expertise of the partner organizations. No budget was assigned.

The Objectives of the inventory are:
1. establish a baseline against which changes can be measured
2. identify invasive species and their locations

Inventory Dates and Location
The 2019 inventory took place on August 17 and 18 (Saturday and Sunday) from 08451500. The focus was on the middle of the island where the greatest concentration of
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hackberries are located. As well, this area was considered most promising to yield the
greatest variety of species.
The east side of the island, where there is a concentration of cottonwoods is planned for
2020 with the west side of the main island and the small island to the south deferred to
2021.
METHODOLOGY
Planning
Preliminary interest was established between FOPI, OSC and OFNC in January 2019.
Planning was undertaken through telephone and email communication and a joint site
visit done June 29, 2019. FOPI undertook the promotion and volunteer recruitment
aspects. Tree experts were recruited through OSC and OFNC. OSC led the development
of the protocol and field materials and assisted in logistics. The City of Ottawa, as
owner of Petrie Island, was advised of the plans for the inventory. Planning took
approximately 50 hours.
Volunteers were recruited primarily through the FOPI web site, social media (FB pages
FOPI, OFNC, OSC, the local City Councillor, Tree ID, Rideau Valley Conservation
Authority, Treefest, ID Nature Ottawa), contact with iNaturalist contributors (those
posting observations from Petrie Island, and posters on the Island. A newspaper article
was written for the community paper. Volunteers were advised that experience and tree
knowledge were not required. Nineteen volunteers were recruited through these
mechanisms. Parking, refreshments, and bug spray were provided to the volunteers; they
were asked to bring their smartphone (if owned), lunch and come prepared for the
weather and local conditions (working in dense bush). A total of 26 individuals
participated in the inventory.
Scope was set through mutual agreement with the partnering agencies. Trees less than 1
metre in height and/ or less than 5 cm in diameter were considered out of scope. Dead
trees were included. Shrubs, even if meeting size requirements, were out of scope. Data
needs were identified by all partner agencies and the data collection tool was developed
to be compatible with the City of Ottawa’s tree inventory database (which primarily is set
up for street trees). Information gathered was: tree species (verified by tree expert), tree
GPS using smartphone compass or map, diameter at breast height (DBH) measured as
circumference, estimated tree height, tree characteristics (healthy, dead branches, cracks,
cavity/ rot, disease), assessed health as acceptable growing stock (AGS) (living in 5
years) or UGS (unacceptable growing stock) (unlikely living in 5 years). As well it was
noted if the tree was wire wrapped (from previous beaver predation prevention efforts).
Other descriptors were included as appropriate, e.g. multistemmed.
Information on invasive species was also collected; type, location and prevalence. A
preliminary list of invasive species was used using the iNaturalist in Ontario and local
working knowledge. Priority species included purple loosestrife (noticeably more
prevalent this year), flowering rush, buckthorn (glossy and common), wild parsnip, dog
strangling vine, frog bit, honeysuckles, black locust.
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Field work
Volunteers received an orientation which included safety tips (e.g. poison ivy, ticks),
what trees were to be included (>5 cm diameter), how to take the circumference, finding
GPS coordinates and what data needed to be captured. They were paired with another
volunteer and assigned to a team lead (Janet and Owen were team leads both days). Each
pair of volunteers were provided with a clip board, pen, data collection sheets, a tree
identification cheat sheet (custom made for Petrie with photos), a tape measure and chalk
(to mark trees and prevent duplicate entries).
Following orientation, volunteers and team leaders proceeded to target locations/ zones.
Zones were loosely determined by team leads, so as to get as much representative
information as possible. Teams were advised to include all trees that were in scope.
Volunteers completed tree measurements and recorded data and chalked trees. Team
leads validated species and collected information about invasive species and their
locations. As well, team leads did sweeps to ensure all issues of interest in the zone
would be included. Teams re-convened at mid day as some volunteers changed over and
the team leads had an opportunity to make adjustments as needed. Most teams collected
measurements on approximately 30 trees per shift (two shifts per day).
On Day 1 the focus was on the trees along the Bill Holland Trail and the north shore.
Some additional data was gathered in the picnic area. Data collection was abbreviated by
heavy rain in the afternoon. There were 56 hours contributed by volunteers.
Day 2, the target areas included the hackberry swamp beside Beaver Loop Trail and
along Muskrat Trail and Basswood Trail. There were 58 hours contributed.
In total the field portion of the inventory took 114 hours.
Analysis
Following the inventory, sheets were distributed by email to volunteers for data entry.
The data was entered into Excel using templates which calculated DBH from
circumference. Volunteers were asked to convert measurements taken in inches to cm.
Data entry took approximately 15 hours.
Data was collated into one Excel spreadsheet which captures all of the data collected.
A project was created in iNaturalist.ca to record all of the tree observations:
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/petrie-island-tree-inventory
With the GPS information trees maps were created.
Initial analysis was done by J. Mason and circulated to other team members for comment.
The report reflects the general consensus of the team. Post inventory work (data entry,
data upload, analysis and report writing) is approximately an additional 35 hours. Total
for project is 200 volunteer hours.
Limitations
Data accuracy- When working with volunteers, some variability and error in recorded
data are to be expected. For example there is a possibility of transcription errors,
misreading GPS coordinates. Not all volunteers recorded AGS/UGS, but the UGS
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information can still be used for those trees identified as such. Several dead trees were
not identified.
Approximately 31 trees from 18 August, Sheet 2 had incorrect GPS coordinates recorded,
placing the trees 30 km south of Petrie Island near Embrun. This data cannot be
corrected. The species and status information are still valid, but the location information
cannot be used. There are other GPS recording errors that place trees outside of the
surveyed areas. Where possible, some were corrected by reviewing the GPS data of
adjacent trees in the inventory sheet; however, the exact location of the relocated trees is
not accurate.
Comprehensiveness- all trees meeting inclusion criteria were to be included. However,
some specimens, particularly saplings or those in very dense brush may have been
missed. As well, as the tree inventory wound down teams focused on including as many
species as possible. Therefore, there are some areas that are more complete than others.
As well, only dead standing trees were included. As stumps from removed or downed
trees were not included this may under-represent risks and harms to resident trees.
Capacity- ideally more tree experts and more volunteers would have aided in gathering
more data.
Lessons learned
• Accuracy of some peoples’ devices should be checked before inventory.
• Ensure people check the accuracy of the GPS location before recording it.
• Update the inventory sheet template to include selections for dead trees and wire
wrapped trees. These categories were added at the last minute and not included in
the inventory sheet template.

DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS
Coverage
Four inventory Areas were created- see Map 1.
 Area A - north shore and along trail.
 Area B - high canopy savannah - characterized by Hackberry, Basswood, Silver
Maple, Butternut, and Green Ash. Understory has large areas of both Cathartic
and Glossy Buckthorn, and High Bush Cranberry.
 Area C - northeast area near parking and beach - characterized by Cottonwood,
Willows, and Silver Maple.
 Area D - along trails - characterized by large trees.
Data Record
 443 trees were surveyed – see Map 1 for four main inventory areas.
 440 trees were surveyed on 17 and 18 August.
 3 non-willow trees were added to the inventory from a survey on 2 September.
Willow tree and shrub data collected on 2 September is not included in this
inventory. It will be analyzed separately. However, general observations from the
willow inventory are included in the report.
Diversity
 Silver Maple (31%) and Basswood (21%) together comprised half of all tree
species in the areas surveyed. o
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Size







Others: Hackberry (13%), Cottonwood (7%), American Elm (6%), Willow trees
(5%), Green Ash (4%), Butternut (3%), and Bitternut Hickory (2%).
Two species of native willow trees were recorded: Black Willow (S. nigra) and
Peachleaf Willow (S. amygdaloides).
Also recorded were non-native Crack Willow (S. fragilis), White Willow (S. alba)
likely hybridized with Crack Willow, and Weeping Willow, which has been
planted on the island.
Other species recorded: Grey Birch (B. populifolia), Carpinus caroliniana,
Slippery Elm (U. rubra), Manitoba Maple (A. negundo), Black Walnut (J. nigra),
Black Ash (F. nigra), and Bur Oak (Q. macrocarpa).
The area of highest tree diversity in the survey is located in the southwest half of
Inventory Area A. See Map 1.

52% of the trees measured fall between 25 and 50 cm DBH.
20% fall between 10 and 25 cm DBH.
19% fall between 50 and 75 cm DBH.
The largest diameter trees on the island are Silver Maples; there are four over 100
cm DBH.
Seven trees have DBH between 75 and 100 cm: 4 Silver Maple, 2 Cottonwood,
and 1 Crack Willow
Most large trees are located in Inventory Area D.

Beavers and Wire-wrapping
 66 trees (15% of survey) are wire-wrapped; about half of these are Hackberry. For
locations, see Map 2.
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46 trees (10% of survey) were recorded as having beaver damage.
9 wire-wrapped trees were recorded as dead. 6 of these were Green Ash, which
most likely died from disease, and 3 were unknown species.
7 wire-wrapped trees (6 Hackberry, 1 American Elm) were recorded as having
beaver damage. It’s unknown whether this damage occurred before or after the
tree was wrapped.
0 dead trees were recorded as being wire-wrapped with beaver damage. o The
data suggest that wire-wrapping deters beavers from killing trees.

Dead Trees
 31 trees (7% of the survey) were recorded as dead. Of these 16 are of unknown
species, but are likely American Elm and Green Ash.
 Green Ash has the highest percent of dead trees within that species’ population at
42%, followed by Cottonwood (7%), and American Elm (4%).
 No Butternut were recorded as dead, but they could be in the “unknown” records.
Disease
 33 trees (7% of the survey) were recorded as having a disease: 12 Green Ash (Ash
Borer), 11 Butternut (Canker), 4 American Elm (Dutch Elm Disease). Some of
these trees are dead, and thus are counted in the dead tree number. The remaining
tree species recorded with “disease" likely have minor issues like gall or insect
damage.
 Percent with disease: 11 of the 19 Green Ash were judged “UGS”. 7 of the 15
Butternut were judged “UGS”. § In the next 5 years, most of the remaining Green
Ash, American Elm, and diseased Butternuts will be dead.
Significant Trees
Significant trees are highlighted in yellow in the spreadsheet.
 Large Trees - those over 75 cm DBH § 4 Silver Maples over 100cm DBH
need to be wire-wrapped.
 4 Silver Maples, 1 Cottonwood, and 1 Crack Willow between
75-99 cm DBH need to be wire-wrapped.
 Rare Trees § Hackberry - 50% of the trees surveyed are wire-wrapped, so the
remaining 50% in good health should also be protected.
 Carpinus caroliniana - The three small trees near the north shore should be
protected.
 Slippery Elm - Small trees and one large tree should be protected.
 Butternut - One tree was recorded as healthy with no notes on disease or dead
branches. It should be checked for canker as there may be a recording error.
Otherwise, it could be seed source.
 Bitternut Hickory - Consider wire-wrapping all hickories (8 trees).
Next year's inventory focus locations
• Finish savannah (Inventory Area B) • Finish Silver Maple/Green ash swamp (remaining
section of Inventory Area D) • East side of Island
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INVASIVE SPECIES
Invasive species locations can be found using the Petrie Island Project in iNaturalist.
Search on each of: purple loosestrife, flowering rush, and dog strangling vine to find
locations.
Invasive species issues
• Buckthorn is endemic and will be difficult if not impossible to eradicate due to
its seeding by birds.
• Loosestrife is sporadic and generally not deemed an issue, except for large field
in the proposed high value conservation area, which should be eradicated. See:
recommendations
No frog bit was observed in the inland waterways. • Dog strangling vine was
observed at single locations - remove immediately before seeds open this fall.
Planting of non-native species on the island should be discouraged- weeping
willow, tilia cordata. • Tilia cordata found naturalizing far from parking area o Remove
tilia cordata: - 45.49925, -75.50248
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Protect Significant Trees.
• Trees over 75cm DBH and rare/unusual trees like Hackberry, Bitternut Hickory,
Slippery Elm, and Carpinus caroliniana should be protected with wire-wrap. See
Maps 4 and 5 for unprotected Hackberry and Bitternut Hickory tree locations
respectively. o Trees needing protection are highlighted in yellow in the inventory
spreadsheet.
• Augment natural regeneration of Hackberry by collecting seeds and growing
seedlings. Some regeneration of Hackberries was noted, but could be accelerated
by human planting and stewardship.
• Continue working with the Butternut Recovery Program to establish a healthy
Butternut population that replaces the dying population of mature trees.
• Protect willow diversity by propagating and planting native species like Black
Willow and Peachleaf Willow: o Plant more along north shoreline for shoreline
retention. o Plant on select inland shorelines where there are few willow. o
Propagating willows is easy: § Take 30cm cuttings in spring before bud-out. § Cut
young, woody twigs just below a leaf node. § Place bottom of cutting 5 to 7 cm
into ground in damp or wet area. § Cuttings are clones so take them from multiple
parents. Genetic diversity by natural reseeding will occur over time.
• Consider adding more Carpinus caroliniana (an understory tree), Slippery Elm,
and Black Walnut in the high diversity area.
• Consider introducing American Sycamore (Plantanus occidentalis, a native
species that could do well on the island, replacing Ash and American Elm. o Like
Hackberry, Sycamore is at its northern range in Ottawa, growing well in southern
Ontario. It will expand its range naturally with climate change. o Its natural
habitat is along rivers and streams, so it handle annual flooding and the high water
table at Petrie Island. o There are some Sycamores growing well in Ottawa.
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2. Work with Rideau Valley Conservation Authority for beach erosion. o Willow roots long, fibrous, and many - are holding the shoreline together. Consider adding more
along upper edges of north shore in conjunction with other beach erosion prevention
measures.
3. Consider establishing two high priority conservation areas in low use (no trails),
ecologically significant locations (see Map 3):
o West end of island where there are no trails. Protect large willows and other large
trees on west end of island. Protect sandy uplands on west end of island. North shore has
greatest concentration of willows and willow diversity
o Savannah area § High canopy of mature Hackberry in open grassland. Remediate
erosion of north shore caused by ice and wave action.

Next Steps
• Review report findings with FOPI Executive Committee (Oct. 2019)
• Share report with City of Ottawa and the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority
• Post report on FOPI web site
• Develop key messages to raise awareness of trees on Petrie Island
• Bring forward approved actions for 2020 including wire wrapping, tree planting,
removal of buckthorn, erosion plan
• Plan for Phase 2 of inventory in 2020- east side of the Island identified as priority.
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Map 1 - Inventory Areas – 17 & 18 August 2019
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Map 2 - Locations of Wire-Wrapped Trees (all species)

Map 3 - High Value Conservation Areas
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Map 4 - Locations of Hackberry without Wire-wrapping

Map 5 - Locations of Bitternut Hickory without Wire-wrapping

